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In the paper we examine an operational investment problem under perfect market assumption. 
An application of a portfolio selection model to the description of the investment activity of 
a firm is presented. Allocation policy of a given sum of money among several production actiVities 
is given. Inventory products for stock evaluation are considered. Possible extensions are briefly 
discussed in which additional elements of uncertainty are included. 

1. Introduction 

The investment problem, with its financial and economic aspects plays a very 
important role in operational management. This paper presents a preliminary 
framework for investigation of an operational investment problem, which examines 
the portfolio model and looks at investments in both real and financial terms. 

The investment problem can be of a long horizon, with several distinct sub
periods. 'Then, for instance, construction of a plant with long, completion time, 
cannot bring money - profit in a short time. On the other hand many short-time 
investments made at a firm, e.g. pur~hasing of machines and tools, can be con
verted into money over a short period. The problem of supplying a firm with necessary 
raw materials belongs also to a class of short-time investment problems. Therefore, 
one can consider a firm acting on the market as similar to the individual investor. 

Various conditions are examined in the paper which enable investigation of the 
operational investment problem under perfect market assumption. 

2. General Conditions 

We assume that the firm under consideration acts on a perfect market. Hence, 
the following conditions are imposed throughout the rest of the paper: 

1) the firm is risk-averse and tends to maximize its profit at the end of the con-
sidered time period, . 

2) all firms act at a perfectly competitive market and have equal access to the same 
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homogeneous estimates of the return indices of goods: these return indices are 
assumed to be normally distributed, 

3) a firm can invest, save or borrow, without any limit (at the market rate) for risk-free 
investments, 

4) real goods can be bought or sold without limit and without price changes, but 
according to the following rules: 
a) the firm has to satisfy an internal minimal requirement for production, 
b) the firm may sell excess stock at the same price, 

5) the global stock of goods available on the market is fixed, and goods are per
fectly tradeable and divisible, 

6) all firms share the same information that is freely available on the market, 
7) the market is perfect and not constrained. 

The above formulated assumptions are essential for the theory presented in 
this paper. Every firm should act accordingly to them. However, in the case of 
a particular firm they may differ. Therefore, if the considered models are applied to 
supporting the management decision of a firm they should be adjusted to satisfy 
the operational requirements. 

We assume, as it is generally accepted in the financial theory, that the firm's 
objective is the maximization of its share price. Furthermore, the relevant structure 
of the firm is assumed, and. hence the portfolio model can be applied for the de
scription of its investment activity. The latter assumption implies that the maximi
zation of the share price coincides with the minimization of the well-known mean
-variance criterion. 

3. Description of the model 

In the paper we apply the approach of the classical financial theory. We assume 
the perfect market conditions, formulated in the previous section. Each firm is 
treated as a rational investor acting on the basis of its own utility function. 

A firm is then an investor of available capital, in an amount W. It invests in raw 
material acquisitions. 

Two additional assumptions are required for our presentation. The first one 
is that the profit rate of the capital does not depend upon the amount of the capital 
invested in the process. The second one is a linear dependence of the profits on 
the investments. j 

Then, the optium portfolio is the solution of the following quadratic program
ming problem (cf Castellani [2]): 

Xt~O (i=l, ... , n), 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 
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where: 
a- positive constant; subjectively chosen acco1 ding to the financial re-

sources, 
m;- the expected value of the return rate of the i-th investment (i= 1, ... , n), 
a; -the variance of the return nl.te of the i-th investment (i= 1, ... , n), 
vu- (i,j) entry of the symmetric variance- covariance matrix V (n x n); 

vu=P;J a; a1; Pu represents the correlation coefficient, 
x- a column vector with n components; X; represents the proportion 

of the global quantity W, invested in the i-th material, 
eT -transposition ofthe column vector e with identical components equal I. 

The variance- covariance matrix V can be written as follows: 

(3.4) 

where Pis a symmetric matrix (n x n) withpiJ=Pu· Let us assume that the det V =f.O . 
Then V is positive definite and our problem has the unique optimal solution. 

If the expected return on portfolio - n, is known, then the linear term in the 
utility function is negligible and our problem becomes (in matrix notation): 

min xT Vx (3.5) 
s.t. 

rT x=n, (3.6) 

eT x= 1, (3.7) 

x~O. (3.8) 

If the optimal solution satisfies nonnegativity constraints (3.8) as strict inequali
ties then the optimal solution can be found as the stationary point of the Lagrangean 
function: 

L(x, A.t> A.2)=xT Vx-A. 1 (rT x-n) - A.2 (eT x-1), 

i,e. as the solution of the following system of equations: 

oL 
ox =2Vx-A.1 r-A.2 e=O, 

aL 
--=rT x-n= O 
8A.1 ' 

aL 
OA

2 
eT x-1 =0. 

(3 .9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

It is a linear system of equations with n+2 unkmown variables xl> x 2 , ••• 

, .. , Xn, },1, A2. 

The model presented here is known in literature. First, it was developed by 
Markovitz. It was al~o studied by many other authors as Lintner, Sharp, Merton, 
Castellani and Szego. 
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4. Mode1 adjustment 

In this section the model under consideration is slightly changed in order 
to adjust it to the operational framework 'of a firm. There ,are some differences 
in comparison with the ordinary financial market. The firm investing in raw mater
ials buys first of all goods used in its own production. There exist some particular 
technical constraints: for example, the proportion of each material for each pro
ductis fixed. 

However, goods purchases can be treated as financial investments because they 
have changing prices, similarly to the financial market assets. Furthermore, raw 
materials are bought or sold easily. It "justifies the above introduced assumption 
of a perfect market. Goods represent for a firm both an instrumental good and 
a financial investment. 

The portfolio model has to be redefined to take into account these two aspects : 
new assmpptions and constraints are to be introduced. It makes it useful for a broa.
der framework and transforms it into a decision-aiding tool for operational appl'i
cations. 

First of all, a new vector z=(zl> ... , z1, ... , Zn) is defined. Each element z1 is the 
ratio of the difference between the quantity of the i-th raw material, necessary for 
production, and the quantity actually available in stock, to the global invested 
quantity W. 

Each z1 can be either positive or negative, or be equal to zero. In the first case 
the firm cannot produce without new purchases. ' 

Considering the problem of the maintenance of the stock for production we 
suppose that a firm choose safe strategy to avoid the risk of exhaustion. 

It implies that z1~0, in order to satisfy production requirements. 
Now we introduce the first change to the model (3.5-8). We substitl!Lte z for 

the null vector in the constraint (3.8). 

A first important problem is the evaluation of the value of the vector z. It is 
a technical problem. For example Miller-Orr model can be applied for this pur
pose. It is a control theory model, based on a stochastic approach to the problem, 

For some reasons it may be also useful to introduce an upper bound h on the 
vector of proportions x. Hence, finally the nonnegativity constraint (3.8) is re
placed by : -

z~x~h, (4.1) 

where: 

h- upper bound on x 1 resulting from stock capacity, 
z - explained above; if z < 0, the firm can sell as mu eh as iz I • W. 

If the constraints (4.1) are satisfied as strict inequaiities, the optimal solution x *' 
can be found from the system of equations (3.10-12). Then : 

- ny-(3 a_-n{J 
x* v-l r+---- v- 1 e ay_ p2 a_y _ p2 -•, (4.2) 
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and the, optimal value of the functional 3.5: 

n2 y-2n/3+1X 
v*=(x*)r V (x*)=-----=-

tXY- {J2 
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(4.3) 

However, x* is gent;rally not the optimal solution of the problem (3.5-7, 4.1). 
Then it is necessary to use a library subroutine realizing a quadratic programming 
algorithm and solve the problem numerically on a computer. 

5. Concluding remarks 

In this paper an application of a portfolio selection model to the description 
of the investment activity of a firm is presented. The problem is to find an allocation 
policy of a given sum W among several production activities. · A very restrictive 
assumption of the perfect market is assumed. 

As already mentioned, our model has been constructe~ to examine also inven
tory elements for stock evaluation: in the case of an uncertain framework this 
problem is particularly difficult to solve. 

Furthermore, transaction and opportunity costs are relevant for a firm, and 
more realistic model should include them as the other uncertain elements. 

However, this kind of model disturbances is not introduced into our considera
tions, because of the perfect market assumptions. It indicates the directions of the 
further research in the field of operational investments. 
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Podejscie finansowe do inwestycji operacyjnych 

W niniejszej pracy analizuje si~< zagadnienie inwestycji operacyjnych przy zalo:i:eniu dzialania 

w warunkach idealnego rynku. Przedstawiono zastosowanie modelu wyboru portfela dla opisu 

dzialalnosci inwestycyjnej firmy. Okreslono polityk~< rozdzialu danej sumy pieni~<dzy pomi~<dzy 

wiele rodzaj6w dziala!nosci produkcyjnej. Rozwa:i:ono problem zakupu do magazynu produkt6w 

zapasowych niezbf<dnych dla utrzymania produkcji. Om6wiono w skr6cie mo:i:liwe rozszerzenie 

zakresu badan, eo pozwoliloby na uwzgl~<dnienie dodatkowych element6w niepewnosci. 

$HUaHCOBhiH UO,IJ,XO,lJ, K OO:ep~HOHHhiM HHBeCT~UHM 

B pa6oTe aHaJm3HpyeTCH rrpo6neMY orrepamroHHbiX :mmec~ HCXOAH H3 rrpe)J;IIOJIO)J(eHHH 

,D;eHTeJThHOCTH B YCJIOBHHX H,D;eam.HOTO pbJHKa. liOKaJaHO IIpHMeHeHHe .,MO,D;eJIH Bhi6opa IIOpT

Ij;lem.n" ,!J;JIH OIIHCaHHH :mmeCTHIUfOHHO:il: ,D;eHTelThHOCTH lj;JHpMhl. Orrpe,D;eJieHO IIOJIHTHKY pacrrpe,D;e

HHH ,D;aHHOil: CyMMbl ,D;eHer Me)J(,D;y MHOrHe pO,!J;bl IIpO,IJ;YKIUfOHHOil: ,D;esiTeJThHOCTH. PaCCMOTpeHO 

rrpo6JieM)' 3aKyrrKH Ha CKJia,D; 3aiiaCHblX IIpO,!J;JKTOB He06XO,!I;HMbiX ,!J;JIH IIO,!I;,!I;ep)J(KH IIpO,IJ;YKmrH. 

Ilpe,D;CTaBJieHO BKpaTI~e B03M0)J(HOe paCIIIHpeHHe 06JiaCTH HCCJie,D;OBaiDm, 'ITO C,D;eJiaJIO 6bi B03-

MO)J(HblM yqeT ,D;06aBO'illl>IX :meMeHTOB aeysepeHHOCTH. 


